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Biography

Marta Federici is an art historian and independent researcher based in Rome. She has been
working for Gavin Brown’s enterprise since 2015, following the organisation and production of
exhibitions and events at Sant’Andrea de Scaphis, roman venue of the gallery. In 2016 she co-founded
the curatorial collective Garbo’s with Marco Palmieri and Marta Pellerini which was active until
2018, organising exhibitions and online projects. She writes for NERO Editions magazine.
As an independent researcher, she is interested in interdisciplinary and in time based art, with a
particular emphasis on performance art and those artists that shift on the border between visual
and performing arts. Her research investigates the transformative potential of art, and the ways in
which this can open other views on contemporaneity, creating spaces to unlearn and re-imagine
new forms of knowledge and collective practices.
Curatorial Experience and Independent Projects
2019
Curator, Afterglow, a performance series, with Davide Savorani, Giorgia Ohanesian Nardin & F. De
Isabella, Giulia Crispiani & Golrokh Naisi, Cristina Kristal Rizzo, at Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, Gavin
Brown’s enterprise, Rome
2017/18
Curator and co-founder, Garbo’s Projects
Independent project dedicated to contemporary art practices based in Rome. Garbo’s has curated
events, exhibitions and online projects:
• Giovanni De Cataldo, Low Rider, nmcontemporary gallery, Montecarlo (exhibition);
• Summer Read, a collection of stories and drawings. Writers and artists: Benni Bosetto, Dickon
Drury, James Gregor, Nicholas Hatfull, Rosanna McLaughlin, Clara Mazzoleni, Gianandrea Poletta,
Alan Reid, Izabella Scott, Edoardo Vitale;
•
Full For It, Tomaso De Luca & Catherine Parsonage, via dell’Acquedotto Felice 78, Rome
(exhibition);
•
Paris Is Burning, screening of the documentary ilm directed by Jennie Livingston (1990) and
exhibition of prints by artists Pauline Beaudemont, Marc Camille Chaimowicz, Jos De Gruyter &
Harald Thys, Tomaso De Luca, Marco Palmieri, Catherine Parsonage, Alan Reid, Maddie Reyna
2016
Curator, A/rrivederci Roma
Online project conceived on the occasion of the 16th Art Quadriennale “Other times, other myths” in
Rome. A/rrivederci Roma ofers an alternative map of the city conceived with the collaboration of 48
artists who took part in the Quadriennale exhibition.
Contributor / NERO Editions magazine
• A Summer of Performance / Undisciplined Praxis
• May you live in complexity

AFTERGLOW / concept and artist selection
Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, Gavin Brown’s enterprise, Rome
Sept - Oct 2019
Afterglow is a performance cycle presented in conjuction with Laura Owens’s solo
exhibition at Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, roman venue of Gavin Brown’s enterprise.
Owens realized a site speciic installation encompassing the ceiling of the space,
a night sky that appears as a celebration of Owens’s paintings over the past two
decades
At twilight, when the space darkens and the night sky on the church’s ceiling lights
up, the gallery hosted four new works conceived for the occasion by artists Davide
Savorani, F. De Isabella & Giorgia Nardin, Giulia Crispiani & Golrokh Naisi, Cristina
Kristal Rizzo.
As a moment of passage, the sunset embodies a threshold and a borderland, an
unstable territory in which leeting visions, voices, gestures can come alive and
then be reabsorbed in the growing darkness. Coming from various backgrounds visual art, theoretical studies, theatre, dance - these artists and their approach to
artistic research share a similar dynamic vision, which crosses the barriers between
disciplines.
Each evening was dedicated to a single project; all performances began at sunset.
The schedule varied progressively from week to week, chasing the sunset time and
the shortening of the day.
Davide Savorani - Vanishing Acts
September 13th, 2019
Giorgia Ohanesian Nardin & F. De Isabella - gisher1
September 20th, 2019
Giulia Crispiani and Golrokh Naisi - A Manifesto Against Nostalgia
Accompanied by the vocal band Scuola di Musica Popolare di Testaccio directed by
Patrizia Rotonda
September 27th, 2019
Cristina Kristal Rizzo - TOCCARE eating animals
October 4th, 2019

Davide Savorani
Vanishing Acts
Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, Rome
September 13th, 2019
Where is the sun when it disappears behind the horizon? The
eyes can’t see it, yet the sun doesn’t cease to exist. And when
the night falls also ghosts come to life, do they? Can you see
them?
Vanishing Acts is an action and an environment, a game and
a metaphor, that investigates the ambiguities and possibilities
of being present in absence or perhaps absent in presence.
Orlando plays, and he knows that appearances can be tricky.

Davide Savorani, Vanishing Acts, Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, 2019. Photo: Margherita Panizon

Giorgia Ohanesian Nardin + F. De Isabella
gisher1
Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, Rome
September 20th, 2019
gisher1 is part of Giorgia Ohanesian Nardin’s research on the
intersections between their queerness and belonging to the
Armenian diaspora.
The work presented at Sant’Andrea De Scaphis is going to be
part of an art object of a yet unknown format that will premiere
in 2020.
The word gisher means night in Armenian.

Giorgia Ohanesian Nardin + F. De Isabella, gisher1, Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, 2019. Photo: Margherita Panizon

Giulia Crispiani and Golrokh Naisi
A Manifesto Against Nostalgia
Accompanied by the vocal band Scuola di Musica Popolare di
Testaccio directed by Patrizia Rotonda
Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, Rome
September 27th, 2019
A Manifesto Against Nostalgia is a project conceived for public
spaces, galleries and spaces in between art institutions and their
neighborhoods. It questions the usage of the word nostalgia in
relation to the current socio-political rhetoric that relies on the
gloriication of a past that never truly existed. A Manifesto Against
Nostalgia suggests alternative folds, beside the usual linear
vector from past to future, in order to reframe the relationship
between individual agency and collective imagination.
Each time the project travels to a new city, it shapes itself
according to local language and traditions. Each performance
and installation happens in collaboration with local folk musicians.
After its irst proclamation in Farsi and English in January 2019 in
Tehran, Sant’Andrea De Scaphis hosted the second enounciation
of the manifesto in Italian, Farsi and English.

Giulia Crispiani and Golrokh Naisi, A Manifesto Against Nostalgia, Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, 2019. Photo: Margherita Panizon

Cristina Kristal Rizzo
TOCCARE eating animals
Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, Rome
October 4th, 2019
TOCCARE eating animals is a site-speciic work that unfolds
in the space by combining two elements: a video and textual
documentation on the mass extermination of animals caused
by the food industry, and a series of dances on the theme of
TOUCHING as a gesture between two bodies.
The vision is left free, without giving a priority to the content.

Cristina Kristal Rizzo, TOCCARE eating animals, Sant’Andrea De Scaphis, 2019. Still from video by Margherita Panizon

Full For It, Tomaso De Luca & Catherine Parsonage / co-curated
with Marco Palmieri and Marta Pellerini as Garbo’s Projects
via dell’Acquedotto Felice 78, Rome
June 9th 2016
with poem contribution by Sophie Robinson
The show presents itself as an intimate exchange between Tomaso
De Luca and Catherine Parsonage, touching upon the hangover
of modernism, of failed idealisms, the aesthetics of pleasure and
reverie, the enjoyable dissolving of archetypal forms of masculinity
and femininity.
The germ of an idea for this show formed during a conversation
between the two artists about Gertrude Stein’s poem If I told him,
a completed portrait of Picasso. In the poem, the words emerge –
Feeling full for it. Full for it. In this exhibition, these words sometimes
feel propositional; alluding to the anticipation of an event, of what
the it may be. In other cases, a comfortless discovery of what that
it was; a dulling experience, a lily-white sexual encounter, a residual
hangover from a bearish night. The title–and the works–seem to
constantly propose excitement and dejection.
In both the works of Tomaso De Luca and Catherine Parsonage, the
body – be it present or imagined – is in a state of liquid lux; bloated
and sweaty, nauseous and curled, feverish and bestial. These bodies,
a mixed cast of characters, happen to ind themselves in the comfort
of each other’s company for the duration of a night – in a dark room
– bathed in the hazy lit hues of pink and green, as if to further evoke
images of cheap hedonism, pulsing lesh and nausea.

HONEY LAMB
don’t remember going downstairs saying sorry or
nevermind just the moment of waking not knowing
if it’s dusk or dawn sweating like a hothouse
lower red & wet & pulled up from under & gasping
steeped & steaming like a teabag & drunk on sleep
& beer & sadness blue & dewy as a hothouse
lower & the white white vodka crouching neat
as a bullet low inside me & burning light
like a living laser & i feed it – milk & bread
& honey & lamb – until i’m sticky as an ant
& shining like a hothouse lower thrumming
with the urgent clag of honey blood across
my chest in uneven lubbing – my vodka
heart trembles like a chihuahua & bruises
break across my skin all purple & yellow
as hothouse lowers & the white hot vodka stars
at dusk & dawn glitter inside me i am beautiful
as a hothouse lower when i turn myself on i light
up in twinkling points between the milky
bones of my ribs & pelvis & all the bulbs
i planted in my fat hot head burst into bright
lowers through my eyes & my teeth bleat
like a lamb & i spark myself up into
a column of coloured light & ire myself
off like a gun going downstairs
to say sorry, nevermind
-Sophie Robinson, February 2017

Full For It, Tomaso De Luca & Catherine Parsonage, via dell’Acquedotto Felice 78 - Rome, installation view. Photo: Roberto Apa

Full For It, Tomaso De Luca & Catherine Parsonage, via dell’Acquedotto Felice 78 - Rome, installation view. Photo: Roberto Apa

A/rrivederci Roma / project conceived and co-curated with Vashti Ali, Maria Elena
Ciullo, Maria Giovanna Virga
A/RRIVEDERCI ROMA is a project conceived on the occasion of the 16th Quadriennale
d’Arte di Roma “Altri Tempi, Altri Miti”. The artists in the Art Quadrennial were invited to
send a contribution in order to compose a new map of the Capitale. Many responded by
sharing a story, a vision, a memory or a thought inspired by a place in the city. The result
is a journey through and beyond “the myth” of Rome, a reinterpretation which includes
diverse perspectives and multiple approaches. Through the gaze and experiences
of the artists, A/R draws new urban topographies. Central points and tourist spots
alternate with other decentralised and lesser-known places and public life merges with
the personal or intimate experience.
A/rrivederci Roma map was printed and distributed throughout the city, in museums,
bars, bookshops, schools; the artists’ contributions were collected on the website of
A/rrivederci Roma, which functions as an open access digital archive.

https://a-rrivederciroma.tumblr.com/

